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NBA some people is like the earth should not exist. They often have the flying fairy like performance, or is in a moment of unexpected
happenings usually decides whether the outcome of the game, like magic aliens, blowing a breath, change the earth basketball
originally the fate of...,Superman Howard < p > this boy's character is more like China's 90, that is alien words. Play is alien language,
his demeanor is widely popular in the young people around the world. He also successfully took the O'Neill is union the antics of
entertainment stars of the mantle, in 2008 the slam dunk contest, he recorded a dunk Superman become the slam dunk contest the
transformation from the limits of the human body art as a symbol of creative competition. In 2009 he and Superman return willing for
Nate Robinson do the wedding dress become Superman in both form and spirit. It turned out that his destination on Krypton. "potato"
Webb < p > 1.70 meters tall, 120 cm in vertical jump, dunk contest in 1986 he turned to fly buckle yingzi fly doth the people on earth
can do?! Weber so alien performance, it is no wonder that the film "human essence" Wilkins bow, even Jordan presence exclaim
unceasingly. Maddie time 2004 in December 10th, Maddie to the Spurs in the game to create the last 13 seconds 35 minutes of the
miracle, to help the Rockets to reverse the defending champion. 35 seconds, McGrady hit four 3-pointers, including a "3 + 1", such a
flash in the pan, absolutely not the earth can do. Miller time 1995 years on May 7, the Eastern Conference semifinals for the first
game, the Knicks before the whistle 18 seconds ahead of 6 points, in a lot of people thought that the end of the game, Miller in
subsequent 8.9 seconds to hit two 3-pointers, and two free throws, help the Pacers 107-105 most startling reversal in the history of
the NBA, 8.9 seconds 8 points will go down in the annals of history. 0.4 second shot 2004 in West semi finals in five games, Fisher
last - gasp spurs, helping the Lakers in 2-0 behind Lianban 3 field, Duncan dropped into the help the Spurs 73-72 - "winner", timer to
stay in 0.4 seconds, in the human is almost impossible to achieve complete shooting action time, Fisher created a miracle. Jordan
line dunk Dunk contest 1988 years of. Film "human essence" will God cornered, Jordan only the last button at least 49 points to seal
dunk king, Jordan's idol, the first from the free throw line "Dr. J" refers to the site refers to the other end, that is he had from the
position of the dunk from the free throw line, Jordan but God >
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